Abstract A new Monte Carlo program is presented for simulating light transport through clinically normal skin and skin containing Port Wine Stain (PWS) vessels. The program consists of an eight-layer mathematical skin model constructed from optical coefficients described previously. A simulation including diffuse illumination at the surface and subsequent light transport through the model is carried out using a radiative transfer theory ray-tracing technique. Total reflectance values over 39 wavelengths are scored by the addition of simulated light returning to the surface within a specified region and surface reflections (calculated using Fresnel's equations). These reflectance values are compared to measurements from individual participants, and characteristics of the model are adjusted until adequate agreement is produced between simulated and measured skin reflectance curves. The absorption and scattering coefficients of the epidermis are adjusted through changes in the simulated concentrations and mean diameters of epidermal melanosomes to reproduce non-lesional skin colour. Pseudo-cylindrical horizontal vessels are added to the skin model, and their simulated mean depths, diameters and number densities are adjusted to reproduce measured PWS skin colour. Accurate reproductions of colour measurement data are produced by the program, resulting in realistic predictions of melanin and PWS blood vessel parameters. Using a modest personal computer, the simulation currently requires an average of five and a half days to complete.
Introduction
Port Wine Stains (PWS) are the most common of all congenital vascular malformations. They are caused by a permanent swelling of blood vessels within the dermis and present as a red lesion on the skin. PWS often constitute a significant disfigurement and can result in major psychological problems. Thus, many people who suffer with PWS seek treatment.
Laser treatment is currently the therapy of choice for PWS. The object of treatment is to selectively heat the swollen blood vessels which constitute the lesion, resulting in irreversible damage and subsequent removal of these vessels. Selectivity may be achieved through careful choice of treatment parameters including wavelength, pulse duration and energy per pulse to match the depths, diameters and number density of vessels within a lesion.
Approximately half of patients who undergo laser treatment for PWS respond poorly or not at all. One reason for this poor response is that the laser parameters used are virtually identical for all PWS patients, despite the availability of laser systems with user specific settings [1, 2] . In order to improve laser settings for each individual patient, the practitioner must be provided with information regarding the vascular architecture from each patient, such as the depths, diameters and number density of PWS vessels.
Historically, such information has been made available from some patients through punch biopsies. However, such a technique is subject to distortion in the sample and is likely to result in a scar, which would contribute further to the disfigurement of the lesion, thus rendering it unacceptable for the majority of patients. Imaging methods designed to provide 'virtual biopsies', such as ultrasound imaging or optical coherence tomography, may one day provide a noninvasive alternative. However, due to the need for high-resolution and imaging depths of 3-4 mm, the devices currently available to the practitioner do not provide adequate information in the clinical setting.
Biopsy studies [3, 4] have shown that skin colour is affected by the depths, diameters and number density of PWS vessels. Although, skin colour measurements are the most established and widely used technique for the objective assessment of PWS skin [5] [6] [7] , to date this method has not been used to extract such information. In this paper, a new Monte Carlo simulation is presented which demonstrates the capability of using skin colour measurements to predict the vessel parameters of an individual PWS lesion.
Methods

Skin model
An eight-layer skin model was created in three-dimensional Cartesian space. The dimensions and chromophore concentrations of the model layers were based upon the work of Meglinski and Matcher [8] , whose parameters are in agreement with experimental studies (for example, [9] [10] [11] ). The layer representing the living epidermis in Meglinski and Matcher's work was divided into two layers in the new program in order to facilitate differences in melanin properties (Table 1) . Estimations of representative melanosome concentrations and sizes were based upon an analysis of the literature [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The optical coefficients applied to each layer of the skin model were based upon an analysis of the literature [17] (Fig. 1) . Absorption coefficients from Meglinski and Matcher's work [8] were applied alongside reduced scattering coefficients from Zonios et al. [18] . The optical coefficients of vessel walls and blood-filled lumina were obtained from Nishidate et al. [19] and Friebel et al. [20] , respectively.
Published reduced scattering coefficients (μ s ′, in millimeter) were converted to scattering coefficients (μ s , in millimeter) using the following relationship:
where g is the anisotropy factor. The anisotropy factors applied in this model were those introduced by van Gemert et al. [21] and which have been used widely [19, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . To take account for refraction effects during transitions between simulated layers, vessel walls and lumina, refractive indices from Ding et al. [24] were applied individually to the stratum corneum, living epidermis and dermis. The refractive indices of blood vessel walls and lumina were obtained from Hui et al. [28] and Keijzer et al. [29] . The effect of melanosome diameter and number density upon the absorption and scattering coefficients of skin were considered in the mathematical model. The influence on absorption was simulated by adding a proportionate value of melanin absorption to the base epidermal absorption coefficient (Eq. 2).
where C mel is the concentration (percent) of melanin within the epidermal layer, μ a mel is the absorption coefficient of melanin and μ a 0 is the absorption coefficient of the remaining epidermal layer. This is consistent with techniques applied elsewhere (for example, [8, [30] [31] [32] ).
The degree of scatter caused by melanosomes within the skin is primarily dependent upon their size. The relationship between mean melanosome size and scattering strength has been investigated previously (Eq. 3) [33] : A single layer of the skin model, whose superficial and deep extents were freely moveable, was introduced to the dermis to accommodate a simulated PWS lesion. Vessels, each consisting a wall and lumen, were created using the MATLAB cylinder command, producing a set of flat surfaces joined together to form a 10-sided open-ended prism, oriented horizontally in the model (parallel to the skin surface) and extending beyond the model boundaries. The MATLAB rand command produces a number between 0 and 1 from a set of uniformly distributed random values. This was used to position and orientate the vessels with a uniform distribution throughout the layer. The maximum deviation in the x and y directions from the centre of the model was fixed at 3.5 mm, ensuring that each vessel remained within the 8-mm diameter region illuminated during simulation.
Ray tracing
Light transport through the skin model was simulated using a radiative transfer theory (RTT) ray-tracing technique. Figure 2 shows the basic layout of the program.
Beam initialisation
Each ray, or beam, is initiated at the surface of the skin model within a circle of radius 4 mm. Beam position and direction is allocated using the MATLAB rand command, which results in a uniform distribution across the aperture. This represents homogeneous illumination of the skin surface across the aperture using a perfectly diffuse illuminant. Each beam is attributed a weight of 1.0 upon initialisation. The beam weight is used for comparison between the total quantity of incident 
Interactions at the skin surface
Reflection is approximated using the Fresnel equations for an unpolarised source (Eq. 4).
where:
where R s is the proportion of s-polarised (perpendicular or Senkrecht polarised) light reflected and R p is the proportion of p-polarised (parallel polarised) light reflected (thus R , being the mean of these, is the proportion of unpolarised light reflected 1 ), θ i and θ t are, respectively, the incident and transmitted angles of the photon packet and n s (λ) is the refractive index of the skin. Surface reflection is simulated as a reduction in the beam weight by the proportion R (Eq. 5). The remaining beam is refracted as it enters the skin model. The degree of refraction is calculated using Snell's law (Eq. 5).
After propagating through the skin model, the beam may return to the skin surface. If this occurs within the 8-mm diameter aperture of the simulated acceptance window, then the transmitted beam weight is recorded as part of the total reflectance. A proportion of the beam is reflected back into the skin model as determined by the Fresnel equation (Eq. 4), and the remaining (transmitted) beam is terminated.
Simulating scatter
The mean distance between scattering events (s) is determined using the RTT scattering coefficient (μ s , Eq. 6).
where rand is produced from the MATLAB rand command.
Non-boundary scattering is simulated in two stages:
1. The elevation angle (the angle between the beam direction and the x-y plane) is adjusted in accordance with the modified Henyey-Greenstein equation [34] :
where g is the anisotropy factor for the layer and wavelength in question. 2. The rotation angle (the angle between the x -axis and a projection of the beam along the x-y plane) is adjusted isotropically:
where rand is produced using the MATLAB rand command.
Simulating absorption
The RTT absorption coefficient defines the proportion of energy lost per unit path length through absorption effects. Absorption is simulated as a reduction in the beam weight, W:
where x is the path length and W new is the new, reduced beam weight. Equation 9 is applied at the end of each step, as well as at each interaction with a boundary (either layer boundaries, including the skin surface, or boundaries associated with simulated blood vessels). A proportion of beams whose weight drop below a predetermined value (0.001) are terminated using the previously reported roulette technique [29, [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Layer transitions
When a beam transfers between layers of the skin model, or to or from a vessel wall or lumen, the reduction in beam weight is calculated and the remaining path length (s new ) is adjusted in accordance with the scattering coefficient of the new layer or structure (μ s new ), as follows:
where p is the distance along the beam path between the previous interaction or transition and the current transitional point. Further to this, the direction of the beam may be adjusted where a change in refractive index occurs. The new direction is calculated using Snell's law. Termination of a beam may occur independently of the roulette procedure if a beam exits the skin model at the skin surface and at the remaining boundaries of the skin model. These extend to 100 mm in the horizontal directions and 40 mm in depth.
Output
The simulated spectral reflection consists of 39 points over the visible spectrum from 360 to 740 nm (in 10 nm steps). Each point represents the sum of simulated beam weight reflected from the surface and returning from the model volume within the 8-mm diameter aperture. These data points are presented as a proportion of the total beam weight entering the model and thus represents measured reflectance as would be determined using an integrating sphere and a spectrally uniform, perfectly diffuse light source.
Minimisation
Two new minimisation procedures were developed for the interpretation of colour measurement data. The first procedure adjusts the melanin properties within the skin model such that the simulated reflectance spectrum may be minimised to the measured spectral reflectance of non-lesional skin. The second procedure builds upon this, adding blood vessels and adjusting their properties in order that the simulated curve may be minimised to a colour measurement of PWS skin from the same individual (Fig. 3) .
Melanin adjustment
Melanin granule diameter and volume fraction were adjusted proportionately across the three epidermal layers. During minimisation, stratum corneum granule diameter was limited to a minimum of 1 nm and a maximum of 20 nm [14, 16] , whilst melanosome size in the living epidermis was allowed to vary from 30 to 400 nm [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Melanin volume fraction was allowed to vary between 0 and 10 % for each layer, although effectively this limit only applied to the deep living epidermis whose melanin content was greatest. Adjustment of the simulated mean diameter of melanosomes within the skin model was performed independently of melanin volume fraction. During diameter adjustment, only the scattering coefficients were changed, and the effects of melanosome diameter on the absorption coefficients were ignored.
In order to achieve robust minimisation when adjusting melanin diameter and concentration parameters, the total difference between the measured and simulated spectra was divided into two sections. The parameter qmel 1 represents the total difference at the blue end of the spectrum and qmel 2 the total difference at the red end. The precise wavelength regions that these values covered are defined later. If both parameters showed a simulated curve sufficiently greater than the measured curve, then the melanin concentration was increased. Similarly, if both parameters showed a simulated curve sufficiently less than the measured curve, then the melanin concentration was decreased. However, if qmel 1 showed that the simulated curve was sufficiently greater or less than the measured curve but qmel 2 was not, then the melanin diameter was decreased or increased, respectively. To improve the rate of convergence whilst maintaining precision, limits were set for these parameters whereby large deviations in melanin concentration or diameter were instigated if the difference between simulated and measured reflectance curves were great, and smaller deviations were carried out for small differences.
Blood vessel adjustment
In accordance with the anticipated effects of adjusting PWS lesion depth, vessel diameter and vessel number, the spectrum was split into three regions (qves 1 -qves 3 ) . The regions that these values represent are described later. Parameter adjustment was carried out as follows:
& If the simulated reflection differed greatly from the measured PWS skin sample over the majority of the spectrum (qves 1 ), then the number of vessels was adjusted. & Otherwise, if the simulated reflectance was less than the measured reflectance over the majority of the spectrum (qves 1 ), then the depth of the simulated vessels was reduced and vice versa. & Or if the simulated spectrum was very much greater than the measured spectrum at the red end of the spectrum (qves 3 ) relative to the blue/green end (qves 2 ), then vessel diameter was increased. Conversely, if qves 2 was much larger than qves 3 , then vessel diameter was decreased. & Otherwise, if qves 1 or qves 2 still showed enough of a discrepancy, the vessel number was adjusted accordingly.
This minimisation technique was designed to ensure fast convergence whilst maximising the probability of obtaining a realistic, unique and repeatable solution for any individual measurement of PWS skin colour.
Colour measurements were carried out on PWS and adjacent non-PWS skin of 10 participants using a Konica-Minolta CM2600-d integrating sphere spectrophotometer. Approval for this study was given by the Wiltshire NHS Ethics Com In order to assess the repeatability of colour measurements, 50 consecutive measurements of a fixed object were acquired. The maximum absolute difference between the mean value at each wavelength and each of the individual 50 measurements was 0.08 % reflectance. This experiment was repeated on the inner forearm of the author, demonstrating a maximum deviation of 1.4 % reflectance. This increase in variability was primarily caused by the requirement to reposition the device between measurements of the inner forearm. In both cases, a high level of repeatability was demonstrated. This result is consistent with previous studies [39] .
Results and discussion
An initial simulation of spectral reflectance was produced from the new Monte Carlo program using the parameters derived from the literature (Fig. 1) . Figure 4 shows the simulated spectral reflectance alongside the mean of five consecutive measurements of non-lesional skin colour obtained from 10 participants.
Overall, the simulated spectrum shows similar characteristics to the average measured curve and all of the data points sit within the range of measured spectra.
Adjusting melanin content
The simulated effect of epidermal melanin within the skin model was assessed by increasing the mean epidermal content in 1 % steps (weighted across the three layers according to volume; Fig. 5, left) . Increasing from a mean of 1 to 2 % epidermal melanin volume resulted in a near uniform decrease in simulated reflection. Further increases in melanin content had a greater effect towards the red end of the spectrum and also resulted in a flatter-simulated reflectance curve. Also, with each 1 % increase in epidermal melanin volume, the overall change in simulated reflectance was less. Increasing the diameter of melanosomes within the skin model had minimal effect in the region from 600 to 750 nm. The most noticeable increase in simulated reflectance occurred in the region from 360 to 450 nm (Fig. 5, right) .
Minimisation procedure-melanin adjustment
Based upon the preliminary results presented in Fig. 5 , the following regions were selected: 360-540 nm for qmel 1 , used to inform melanosome diameter, and 640-740 nm for qmel 2 , which is used to inform the quantity of epidermal melanin. The melanin minimisation was tested using a skin model representative of type II Northern European skin (1.2 % mean epidermal melanin volume, melanosome diameters of 30 nm in the deep living epidermis, 15 nm in the superficial living epidermis and 1 nm in the stratum corneum). The simulated output was minimised to the mean spectrum from the nonlesional skin of 10 participants (Fig. 6) .
The initial simulated data showed a close resemblance to the mean measured dataset. The minimisation procedure was successful in improving this fit over the majority of the spectrum, although the final fit was not improved at wavelengths greater than 600 nm (Fig. 6, left) . This is due to the smoothly varying spectral absorption and scattering properties of melanin, which do not allow for independent variation of simulated reflectance in this region.
To obtain a better understanding of the rate of convergence and the repeatability of the procedure, a further simulation was carried out using a different initial dataset. In this case, the procedure began with a skin model considered to be representative of dark Afro-Caribbean (type V) skin (5 % epidermal melanin volume, melanosome diameters of 300 nm in the deep living epidermis, 150 nm in the superficial living epidermis and 10 nm in the stratum corneum, Fig. 6 , right). It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the initial simulated reflectance differed substantially from the measured dataset. Convergence was fast, resulting in good agreement between simulated and measured spectra after only three iterations of the minimisation procedure. The procedure, involving 11 iterations for each experiment, took an average of 28 h to perform over the two validation experiments, using a quad-core processer with 16 GB of RAM and a nominal clock rate of 2.66 GHz.
The predicted melanin volume fractions are consistent with values published elsewhere for Northern European skin types [11] . Although the spread of melanin through the simulated epidermis differed due to the differences in the initial skin models, the final prediction from the two experiments were similar overall ( Table 2 ). The melanosome diameters predicted from the two experiments were identical, although they were greater than expected for lighter skin types [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Adjusting PWS vessel properties
The effect of changing lesion depth was assessed in the simulation by introducing 10 vessels of 20 μm diameter and varying their mean depth within the model.
Increasing the depth of the lesion within the skin model was shown to cause a broadband increase in simulated reflectance (Fig. 7, bottom left) . The increase in reflectance was less with each 100 μm step, as the proportion of light reaching the vessels decreased. This effect is particularly evident between 400 and 450 nm, where scattering is high (penetration depth is low) but absorption by blood is lower than neighbouring wavelength regions.
Decreasing the diameter of vessels was shown to increase simulated reflection across the spectrum. This effect is greatest at longer wavelengths, in particular at wavelengths longer than 630 nm (Fig. 7, top left) . The effect is less pronounced at the haemoglobin absorption peaks, where the effective path length within the vessel is shortest and the albedo is smallest, in particular near 420 nm. Varying vessel number had a broad effect, but was most prominent in the regions from 450-530 to 630-740 nm (Fig. 7, top right) .
On first inspection, the characteristics of varying vessel number appear to mirror those of vessel diameter. However, the effect of varying each parameter independently is shown in more detail in Fig. 7 (bottom right) . This graph shows the difference in spectral reflection between simulated skin resulting from changing a single parameter relating to the PWS vessels. This shows a similar change in simulated reflectance is induced in the regions 360-460 and 540-570 nm by adjusting vessel number from 1 to 20 at a fixed diameter of 30 μm and vessel diameter between 30 and 270 μm at a fixed number of 10. A much stronger response results from adjusting vessel number relative to vessel diameter in the remaining wavelength regions. Thus, for a fixed epidermis, due to the difference in their contribution to spectral changes in simulated reflectance, any combination of vessel number, diameter and depths will result in a unique simulated output using the new Monte Carlo program.
Minimisation procedure-vessel adjustment
Verification of the PWS vessel minimisation procedure was carried out in a similar manner to the melanin minimisation procedure validation. PWS vessel diameters were limited from a minimum of 20 μm to a maximum of 500 μm. Based upon the preliminary results presented in Fig. 7 , the following regions were selected: Due to overlap of the region qves 2 with qves 1 and qves 3 , adjustment of lesion depth is performed independently of vessel number and diameter. This required an iterative technique, whereby vessel number and diameter were adjusted initially followed by lesion depth, before vessel number and diameter were again considered. Starting with the final parameters from the melanin minimisation procedure (Fig. 6) , the simulated spectrum was minimised to the mean measured spectral reflectance of PWS skin from the same 10 participants over 12 iterations (Fig. 8) .
The final simulated reflection shown in Fig. 8 provided a close fit to the measured spectrum, with a mean deviation of less than 2 % reflection. An excellent fit was produced in the region 540-740 nm (mean 1.3 % deviation), although there was greater deviation from the measured dataset in the region from 460 to 540 nm (mean 3.3 % deviation). This was obtained using a skin model containing seven vessels with an outside vessel diameter of 70 μm and a mean depth of 160 μm.
The minimisation procedure was repeated on two further occasions with the same input parameters (Fig. 8, right) and produced comparable results after 12 iterations (eight vessels of 70 μm diameter at a mean depth of 210 μm and seven vessels of 80 μm diameter at a mean depth of 180 μm). The blood vessel procedure took a mean time of approximately 4.5 days using a quad-core processer with 16 GB of RAM and a nominal clock rate of 2.66 GHz (in addition to 1 day for the melanin procedure). 
Analysis
The determination of appropriate skin optical coefficients is challenging. Further to this, the use of a simple skin model consisting of a perfectly smooth surface, homogeneous layers and a simulated light source that was both homogeneous and perfectly diffuse is not truly representative of the complex and varied nature of human skin or the imperfections found in any skin colour measurement setup. Despite these challenges, skin optical coefficients determined elsewhere applied to the model presented here produced a spectral reflectance curve, which compared well with the measured reflection from the 10 participants selected for this study. In comparison to the mean measured data, the simulated curve demonstrated less reflectance over the entire spectrum (Fig. 4) . This may be due to the differences in skin type between the participant group measured and those informing published data. The population demographic of the participant group in this study is typical of Salisbury, UK and its surrounding areas and consists mainly of individuals with pale, Northern European skin types. The published data used to inform the simulation presented in Fig. 1 is sourced from institutions based in the UK [8] , Greece [32] and The Netherlands [21] and, although not explicitly stated, it is likely that these may include slightly darker skin types on average.
Adjusting melanin volume fractions and simulated melanosome diameters within the skin model each had a significant but distinctive effect upon the simulated spectral reflectance. Due to the broadband absorption spectrum of melanin, changes in melanosome volume fraction resulted in changes in reflectance across the visible spectrum. However, due to the wavelength −4 dependence of scatter on melanosome diameter in the model, the effect on simulated reflection was found to be negligible at the red end of the spectrum. As a result of these differences, independent adjustment of each parameter allows for an adequate degree of flexibility for reproducing measured spectral reflectance curves whilst maintaining a unique output for any available combination of these two melanin parameters. The convergence rate of the melanin minimisation procedure was fast and resulted in realistic predictions of melanin volume fractions for this participant group. The melanosome diameters predicted by the simulation were greater than expected. Figures 6 and 8 show that simulated spectral reflectance was greater than measured values at the violet end of the spectrum, suggesting that a more refined minimisation procedure would have predicted smaller (and therefore more realistic) melanosome diameters.
The effects of changing vessel depth, diameter and number density were each found to produce distinct changes in the simulated reflectance of PWS skin. This is in agreement with previous biopsy [3, 4] and simulation [26, 40] studies. As a result, any combination of these three vessel parameters, for a fixed epidermis, creates a unique spectral reflectance curve.
The blood vessel minimisation procedure is more complex than the equivalent melanin procedure, resulting in a slower convergence rate. However, the blood vessel parameters predicted by the procedure were shown to be consistent with those found elsewhere in the literature [3, 4] and resulted in spectral reflectance curves, which reproduced measured spectra to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. It is likely that further iterations of the procedure would have resulted in a closer fit between measured and simulated spectra, as well as improved repeatability in the predicted vessel parameters. The number of iterations is limited by the computational expense and therefore the length of time taken to complete each iteration. Thus, in order to improve the usability of this method within the clinic, processing times need to be improved. Computational time for this simulation will decrease with the availability of faster processing speeds. Further to this, techniques involving programming onto computing graphic cards have been shown to vastly reduce processing times in Monte Carlo simulations of skin optics [41] . Such techniques allow for more iterations and may one day bring allow such a procedure to be used in the clinic.
Conclusions
A new Monte Carlo program was produced to simulate spectral reflectance and, through minimisation to a measured dataset from an individual PWS lesion, predict the mean depth, diameter and number density of PWS vessels.
Initial results demonstrate a good fit between measured and simulated spectral reflection although the process is computationally expensive. The accuracy of the predicted vessel characteristics for this participant group cannot be verified directly as the true vessel characteristics are not known, although predictions are in line with the range of parameters found elsewhere. Further work comparing predicted parameters to known values is necessary to further determine the efficacy of this technique.
